UNLESS OTHERWISE
SPECIFIED TOLERANCE: +/- 1/32"
ANGLES: +/- .08333 DEGREES (+/- 5 MIN)

BOXED DIMENSIONS ARE MINIMUM
CHARACTERISTICS TO BE VERIFIED
FOR RECERTIFICATION
ANGLES: +/- .5 DEGREE (+/- 30 MIN)
REFERENCE: MSCM

REFERENCES:
AXLE CENTERING
AND GAGE FOR AXLE CENTER
AND LATHE CENTER
G [M-101] 20 FIG C.5
GII [RP-634] 161 FIG 5.25

WINCHESTER INDUSTRIES INC.

AXLE CENTERING GAGE

Material: 17-7
Thickness: 3/32"
Harden
Scale: 1X

DETAILS:
SIZE:
A
Job#

DWG NO.
W622

Disk
REV
C

CUSTOMER
ENG
PDT
9/10/2014